Professor Swimme Bids
Adieu after Three Years
[Ed. Note: This will be Professor
Swimme's last semester at UPS.
Originally, we had asked if we could
do an article concerning his resignation, but we think he submitted a
much better article. We'll miss ya,
Briant]
By Brian Swimme
Professor of Mathematics
Three and a half years ago and I'm
interviewing for a position at a college back East. The president there
asks me what place I am most interested in, and after I answer he
says: "Oh, no. Not that place. The
University of Puget Sound is the one
place you simply do not want to
consider." He added details: the
campus was in great turmoil; the administration was trying to fire the
faculty; the faculty was trying to get
rid of the administration. The faculty
was embittered, the administration
entrenched, and the students disillusioned. "Either the mounting infighting will destroy your career, or
the college will collapse altogether

under the growing strain of the confl ict."
Could this man have understood
that his warnings only deepened my
excitement over the possibility of
teaching at the University of Puget
Sound? Probably not. But I certainly
knew what excited me about our
University.
My interest had its roots in my
understanding of the West. I have
long seen the essential wisdom of
the West as embedded somehow in
its restlessness. The West repudiates
stasis as alien to its spirit. We
relegate stasis to the peripheral
civilizations of the world because
the soul of the West is immersed in
restless dynamism, in an urgency for
exploration and creativity. And this
creativity of the West only issues
forth in the midst of conflict, chaos,
and confusion. We have always
created our future in the midst of
mounting pressure and in the threat
of complete collapse.
Please turn to page 11
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Winterim: a Variety of Opinions
By Steve Harvey
The only consensus among faculty and between faculty and students
regarding a recent decision to
eliminate Winterim in favor of a
two-semester calendar seems to be
that there is no consensus except on
some very basic issues. One of those
issues is the need for a reduced
course load to allow faculty more
time both for the pursuit of scholarly
research and for an increase in
student-faculty "interaction." Many
professors fell increasing pressure
from the University to participate in
research and an increasing desire to
expand their professional
background and keep up with
developments in their fields. Some
believe that research contribution is
becoming an important criteria for
tenure evalution. But the time
demanded for preparation of the
seven units of class required during
an academic year prevents time
from being devoted to scholarly
work. And despite the constant exhortations to consider course load

reduction and Winterim as separate
issues, many faculty members
believe that elimination of Winterim
is the only practicable way to reduce
faculty course load.
The other area of consensus is
that elimination of Winterim would
result in decreased diversity and the
loss of some very valuable opportunities in the curriculum of the
University. The extent to which that
loss is significant in terms of the
University's overall academic goals
is the main bone of contention
around which debate on the proposed calendar changes revolves.
Supporters of the proposed
change in calendar seem to believe
that Winterim has outlived whatever
useful purpose it might have served
and that academically and
economically the University would
be better off to commit its time and
resources elsewhere. Disagreement
on what Winterim is supposed to be
has become an increasing problems
in the eyes of many people.
Winterim is variously thought of, ac-

Apology ...
Several members of the University community were offended recently by an excerpt in the Combat Zone (April
30, 1981) entitled "Local Banker's Convention." Those who
complained felt that the portrayal verged on "antiSemitism," and, while emphasizing that the Zone is never
meant seriously, the Trail staff would like to apologize for
its lack of discretion.

cording to one source, as a time for
creative or experimental academic
ideas, and extension of the regular
semester, and a time for "fun and
games," the result being that the
course load is spread too thin to
satisfy all students' expectations and
Winterim is not justifiable as a
qualitative program different from
the regular semester. History Professor Walter Lowrie, in the past a
strong proponent of the 4-1-4 calendar, believes that the increasing demand by students that core and
major-requirement courses be offered in the Winterim has defeated
the program's original purpose
which was to offer creative or experimental courses. Lowrie notes
that because of faculty time,
development of new and creative
courses is impossible. Lowrie, who
himself offered a new course in the

History Department this year,
argued that only because he had
been on sabbatical for part of last
year did he have the time to research
and develop the new offering. Faculty and student exhaustion is also a
result of the 4-1-4 calendar, according to Lowrie, who found, after
teaching last year at Vermont at a
school with a two semester calendar
and an extended Christmas vacation,
that he had never seen a higher level
of energy in students returning for
the second semester.
Advocates of the calendar change
also cite student dissatisfaction with
Winterim, noting that many individual students complain about
lack of quality in their Winterim
classes but then support Winterim as
a program when surveyed by ASUPS.
To Lowrie this indicative of student
Please Turn to Page 11
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Cattrff
Combat Zone
"Somewhat
Anti-Semetic"
To the Editor:

I have watched with some
pleasure the emergence over the
past five years of The Trail as a vehicle, on our campus, of news, commentary and, at times, humor. I also
viewed the back page, The Combat
Zone, as an interesting and at times
humorous addition.
Recently however, I was greatly
angered by the unnecessary comments that breeched the definition
of satire, common courtesy and
good taste. I feel strongly that some
of what was included in this most recent Trail (April 30, 1981, Vol. 3, No.
21) indicated an arrogance of

thought and a lack of concern for
the students, faculty, in general the
community served by this paper.
I should add that I have discussed
my concerns with the responsile individual, Mr. David Smith, and was
not satisfied with his responses
which is why I am writing to the collective body responsile for The Trail.
Satire is essentially the use of
irony, sarcasm or ridicule to expose
folly, denounce or deride vices
orabuses or to hold up to scorn what
are deemed vices, folly, or abuses.
This most recent Trail held up to
ridicule some aspects of personality
or position that bordered on poor
taste.
Most significant was the indirect,
somewhat anti-semetic comments
under the guise of "Local Banker's
Convention" that Mr. Smith chose to
include in this issue. A continued
naivete or somewhat ignorant approach to individuals' religious

Thank you .
Jeff Morse
Professor of Biology

To the Editor:
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beliefs is inexcusable and without
justification. As a faculty member, I
cannot allow Mr. Smith to put into
print comments which bridge the
definition of satire and place his efforts in the realm of just plain bad
taste humor. I would hope the
students responsible would also take
offense at the indiscretions of the
few and refuse to allow these efforts
to continue without attention to the
principles and ideals of what the
students want their newspaper to
possess, as well as the best reflection of our special community, the
University of Puget Sound.
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We feel you have exceeded the
bounds of propriety as regards the
Phi Delts. We Betas can take the
mistreatment in your Combat Zone
about us, (i.e. cocaine parties,
manufacturing heroin, keeping Carl
Perkins around, pandering lewd
material, etc.), because it's true.
Also, we can take care of ourselves.
Your malicious attack of the Phi
Delts however, is absolutely
criminal. We feel that when engaged
in a battle of wits one should make
sure that one's opponents are armed. Really, you should uphold a
more chivalrous standard.
If you could have seen the look on
my Phi Delt friend's, Buddy Allen,
face when some vindictive Independent not only read him the latest
Combat Zone, but explained its implications, you would have been
overcome with shame. He was
dumbfounded, as usual; moreover,
when he informed the rest of the
house of the Trail's article they were
so despondent that they could not
respond in their typical manner,
such as punching holes in the walls,
butting heads, or breaking windows
at the Alpha Phi house.
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MEDICINE
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Modern and
Ancient Natural
Healing Traditions

The only requirement to qualify for thisspecial travel offer is that you're young
and want to enjoy yourself. There are 16 exciting tours to choose from in C.C. -rs
all new FREE 1981 full-color brochure. And, on top of all this we can get you to
Europe with unbeatable charter prices. Call toll free for your free brochure.

800 - 421 - 7496
EXT. 102 NATIONWIDE

OR SEND THIS COUPON TO
Dept. 1021
Kao International, Inc./Architects in Travel Planning
1111601*. i 1007 Broxton Avenue, Los An geles, California 90024
Name
Address

Apt

Zip
State
City
EYesiSend C.0 T.'s new, full-color brochure.
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John Bastyr College
of Naturopathic
Medicine
1408 N.E. 45th
Seattle, WA 98105

(206) 632-0165

Rigorous four-year
resident program
leads to N.D. degree
and eligibility for state
licensing as a
naturopathic
physician.
Write for free brochure or
send $2.00 for complete
catalog.

Buddy related to me his opinions
as to what was the underlying cause
of this attack. Says Buddy, "That intellectual pip, Trail Editor, has
always wanted to be a Phi Delt. In
Rush we told him that if he were willing to give up his GPA, his blow
dryer, and either grow a foot-and-ahalf and play basketball or pump up
his puny ninety-five pound frame to
a respectable two hundred and play
foodbaal, we might take him. But we
decided he was too much of a twit;
hence he became a Beta."
At first I could hardly believe Buddy's condemnation of a fellow Beta.
However, upon further reflection, I
saw that Dave Smith has carried his
worship of machoism into the Beta
house. His only friend in the house is
our token football player, Kyle
Schwenk, who grunts, pumps iron,
and misspells words just like a Phi
Delt.
Anyway, after the article came
out the Phi Delts asked Professor
Simonson, their mentor, how to spell
foodbaal and he assured them that
their spelling was correct. Obviously
the Phi Delts are not to blame,
rather, they are merely products of
the school of BPAF, (Business, Public
Administration, and Foodbaal).
It is our sincere hope that your
personal life, David, will not dictate
any future disparaging articles about
the Phi Delts in the Trail.
Sincerely

atetit..
Kirk Utter

witc

ool ALL-0,
Walker Allen

P.S. Mike Daine and Dan Mounter,
both returning for a fifth year, have
pledged to make Smith eat every
newspaper he has printed that contains derogatory remarks about the
Phi Delts.

Aaron Thanks
Dougie
To the Editor:
I would personally like to thank
the Films Committee for once again
putting on a fantastic "outdoor
movie." I am speaking of last Saturday night's Young Frankenstein
shown in the A/L quad. If you missed
the show, you not only missed a
good movie but more importantly, a
time where real (to use a high school
phrase), "school spirit" was expressed. It was kind of "corny" and
"neat," but I wouldn't have missed it
for the world.
On Saturday afternoon about 4:30
pm, it came to my attention that the
movie was not going to be shown
outside, not even in the Fieldhouse,
as was the contingent plan, but in
McIntyre 006.
I was told this news by Doug

Please turn to page 11
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Shively Explains His
His Decision to Leave
By Julia Chester
Robert Shively, Director and Professor of the School of Business Administration, will be leaving the
University of Puget Sound at the end
of this semester. Having arrived
August 1, 1980, Professor Shively has
served only two terms at U.P.S. but
does not leave the University with
feelings of ill will.
"I have been well treated by the
University and like many things
about it. Nobody misrepresented the
problems to be faced. There is often
a tendency to 'guild the lily,' present
the situation as better than it is, but
there was no such deception on the
University's part."
Robert Shively has had vast experience in the administrative field.
He received his B.A. in English from
Colgate University, his Masters in
Education from Harvard, and a Ph.D
from Cornell in Organizational
Behavior. He has in varying
capacities worked in administration
and teaching at many institutions,
among them Cornell, Colgate and

Ex-Hostage to Teach
at UPS Next Year
The Air Force's nomination of exhostage Thomas E. Schaefer, formerly a defense attache with the United
States Embassy in Iran, to the postition of Air Force ROTC Professor of
Aerospace Studies at the University
of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Wash. has
been approved by University officials.
Colonel Schaefer had requested
that his next assignment be as a Professor of Aerospace Studies at a northwestern university before the
United States embassy was taken
over. After his return to the United
States, Colonel Schaefer resubmitted his volunteer statement for a
position as a Professor of Aerospace
Studies.
Colonel Schaefer received a
bachelor of science degree in

DRIVE-IN
1201 DIVISION AVE
TACOMA
CALL BR 2-6843
or BR 2-4800
and PICK UP

juicy beefburgers
golden french fries

C

ax't Be Beat I

DELICIOUS MALTS
SHAKES SUNDAES

business administration from Lehigh
University, Bethlehem, Pa. in 1953
and a master of public administration degree from George
Washington University, Washington,
D.C. in 1964.
Colonel Schaefer is scheduled to
report to the University of Puget
Sound this summer.

No Zone Here, Folks

Phibbs Loses Bet, Will Get
New Bowtie for Back of Head

Levine to Speak
at Commencement

by David Frankel

Dr. Arthur E. Levine, senior fellow
of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching in
Washingon, D.C., will deliver the
commencement address Friday, May
22, for the University of Puget
Sound's 93rd Spring Commencement
Exercises.
Dr. Levine's address is scheduled
for 8 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. He will
receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters during commencement, to be held Saturday,
May 23, at 2 p.m. in the UPS
Fieldhouse.
Considered to be the leading
authority on undergraduate curriculum, Levine is an author as well
as an educator. His most recent
book, When Heroes Died, is a sensitive commentary on today's college students.
As senior fellow, Levine is involved in forming Carnegie Foundation
policy and supervising special
studies. He previously served as

Southern University. As a result,
It seems that President Philip M.
Milstan has the privelege of cutting
Phibbs is going to acquire another
Phibbs's hair any way he wants. 'I'm
bowtie, this one to be worn in back. going to cut a bowtie on the back of
So says Jay Milstan, a barber at his head,' says Milstan, 'so that he
the Razor's Edge, which is Phibbs's [Phibbs] will have a one on both the
regular barber shop. Milstan says front and the back.'
that he plans to fashion a bowtie
Phibbs first set the date of the cutshape on the back of Phibbs's head.
ting at Christmas day, 1981, but then
Apparently Phibbs lost a bet to changed it to February 29, 1982. Of
Milstan on whether or not the Log- course, February 29 only exists in a
gers basketball team would finish
leap year. 'He's crazy—he's trying to
first or second in the nation. Phibbs
get out of it,' says Milstan. But when
took the affirmative, and he lost the
and if the cutting takes place, the
bet when UPS fell to Florida
Trail will be there.

Scholarship Corner
United Methodist Scholarships

Paul Fowler Memorial Scholarship

Several scholarships of $400 to $500 Eligible undergraduate students
will be available to currently en- must have achieved a minimum
rolled students who are active 3.80, and be a legal resident of
members of the United Methodist Washington. Five scholarships of
Church. In addition, students must $1500 will be awarded to applicants
be active in church activities and from Washington. Deadline is May
demonstrate financial need. 22.
Deadline is May 22.

die COIKEPT)
2714 N. 21st. Street Tacoma Wn. 98406

Lisa Aho

JAN RICKEY
Original
California Hair Girl

Wake Forest, an institution similar to
U.P.S. in North Carolina.
Dr. Shively claims that UPS like
most other smaller instittutions is
dealing with some difficult problems. "The question of money is
the main problem. Marginal schools
will be forced out. UPS is not a
marginal school; it will survive the
next decade. Even in a year's time
there are a number of signs that UPS
is growing stronger than it has been.
"UPS has an identity problem. It
hasn't decided what it wants to be.
The specific goal is improved quality
of education. But it needs more
specifics as to operational
decisions."
As with many other schools Dr.
Shively would like to see more
decentralized decision making at
UPS, more autonomy within departments, which would reduce the
amount of discretion the head of the
school has over the decision making.
"Managerial positioning is the job
of the school head. It's more satisfyPlease Turn to Page 10
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Poli-Sci Prof Discusses Reagan's
Economic, Political Achievements
The following is an interview conducted with Professor David Balaam,
Professor of Politics and Government, concerning a wide variety of
political issues, including foreign policy, the religious/political right,
and the new attitudes towards the civil rights movement.
By Kirk Utter
In general how do you feel Ronald Reagan has done so far?
The way most Americans feel right now, given that big government
is the source of all problems, I feel he has given them what they want.
He has responded to what people elected him for. I myself do not like
him because his programs have not been well thought out as far as
their consequences two or three years down the road, especially spending in the military area. He is trying to convince us he is cutting
government spending but he is cutting in some areas and transferring
to others. An example is the military which is getting a 30 billion dollar
increase.
Do you see another cold war coming out of this increase in military
spending?
It's possible. I think that the Reagan administration is trying to
separate itself from the Carter administration. One of the ways they
have found they can do this very easily is to draw the line. So where
Carter was seen as "wishy-washy" Reagan wants to be seen as taking a
hard line — not just towards the Soviet Union either, but in an active
role for the United States in foreign affairs rather than a passive one,
one that can respond to international affairs dealing with the Soviet
Union. So in that sense we could enter into another cold war period.
Some people don't feel it's a cold war, that we're entering a period
where the United States and Soviet Union understand each other

■1
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more. You could call that a cold war perspective.
What about cuts in education, how will they affect U.P.S.?
I think it could hurt in individual cases with loan cut backs and
federally funded programs, but it could also help us. The U.W. is losing five hundred freshman, undoubtedly we'll pick up some of them.
I don't think right now we can say how it will affect us personally.
But as far as education generally it will have a negative effect.
Were you surprised at the assassination attempt at all?
No, I think the clue for me was in John Lennon's death. I think there
is a lot of people gunning for political figures and Hollywood-type
stars. I think in some ways the attempt on Reagan has gone beyond a
political assassination. I don't see the political situations behind the
attempt on Reagan. I think it really does demonstrate some of the problems in our society, a lot of it having to do with the amount of guns
available. Hinckley was picked up in an airport and fined $62 for having a gun. He was let out in thirty minutes and then went out and
bought another gun. It's the kind of situation where we're giving people guns and expecting them not to use them.
What are your views on religious groups participating in politics?
Especially groups such as the Moral Majority and the extent to which
they are participating.
There has been a long period of, say 30 or 40 years, where groups
have been becoming more and more interested in politics. There's
been a movement where people have felt they can get things accomplished by forming groups. I think the American system is a
pluralistic system, one of many groups. So groups who have not felt
their needs were being met are coming together to the point of order,
founding a political strategy, and putting a lot of money into it. The
Please turn to page 10
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The Sun May Not Have Been Out...
But the BODIES Sure Were!

Jill Hoffman is attacked by Tom Kretzler, now positively
identified as the campus deviant.

Sigma Nu's are unanimously declared Logger Weekend
"Hose Kings."

Steve Crane, Dana Kruse, Craig Still, and
out a novel Plant Department idea for w

The finest in family dining
you only have one chance
to make a first impression...

V I\
SPECIALIZING IN
CONTEMPORARY
HAIR DESIGN
752-5052
3909 6th Ave.

r13's
lifestyles

OPEN FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER
Monday through Friday: 7a.m.-10p.m.
Saturday: 9a.m.-11 p.m.
$3.25 CHEFS SPECIAL WEEKDAYS
FOR LUNCH & DINNER

Banquet Facilities up to 60 People

383-5975
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CEDAIR
IAN

RESTAURANT
LOUNGE
3023 6th Ave.

Lounge open 10a.m. to 2a.m. Mon.-Sat.

HAPPY HOUR 5-7PM HOT HORS D'OEURS
Just A Few Short Blocks From Campus!
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Photos by
Greg Bulkley

Oversized toy fire truck awaits its presentation to President Phil Phibbs.

LOGGER
WEEKEND '81
By John Bain
On Saturday, May Ninth, the sun rose in all
its magnificent splendor. Those blessed with
infra-red vision even got a chance to see it.
Nevertheless, for those gallant few who turned
out either to participate in or witness the spectacle of Logger Weekend, a rather bleak day
did not mean a bleak time. If not the sun, at
least people's spirits were high.
Things cannot be going too well for the person who occupies the bottom position in a pile
of bodies, or so I thought. Yet when an "unfortunate" Sigma Chi emerged from just such a
position stating, "Was it good for you too?" I
was forced to reassess this seemingly outdated
opinion. This occurence was only a prelude to
the somewhat more organized crazed activities
of the day.
As all these events seem to call for a little
social note on how people were dressed for the
occasion, I will now do my best in a way of providing one. In order to be brief let it suffice to
say that the prescribed dress was casual for
most people, although at times it seemed that
there were enough alligators around to stock a
small farm in the Everglades. The most important aspect of the clothing seemed to be that it
be warm. Those without warm clothing seemed
to opt for sharing body heat. This was an event
in itself and a very popular one at that.
The Keg Toss was another. At first glance this
event appears to be in flagrant violation of the
University's alcohol policy, or so the student
body had hoped. Unfortunately, when it was
found out that these kegs could only be thrown
Please turn to page 9
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Greta Jensen ana Suzanne main anxiously await their turn at
the wet t-shirt event.
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Faculty Suggests Summer Reading to Students
By Mike Woerner
Since most students want nothing more
than to go home during summer vacation and read a few books (being unable
to do so during the school year), here is
a collection of what some of the facul ty suggested as must reading for
students of every field.
Redmond Barnett, History

—Democracy in America, Tocqueville
Mimesis, Auerbach
Ever Since Darwin, Steven J. Gould
Suzanne Barnett, History
Out of Africa, !sal( Denisin

1587: A Year of No Significance: the
Ming Dynasty in Decline, Ray Huang
[published 1981]

Wade Hands, Economics

Pris Regan, Politics and Govern.
The Golden Notebook, Doris Lessing

Structural Stability and Morphogenesis, Rene Thom
Against Method, Paul Feyerabend
—Three Essays on the Slate of Economic

One Hundred Years of Solitude,
Marquez
—Simple Justice, Kluger

Science, Tjalling C. Koopmans
Chris Rideout, English
Madame Bovary, Gustave Flaubert
—Heart of Darkness, Joseph Conrad

Arpad Kadarkay, Politics and Govern.
—Inventing America, Wills
—Hope Against Hope, Mendelstrom

—Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man.

The Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism, Bell

James Joyce
Ken Rousslang, Chemistry
Be Here Now, Ram Dass

Walter Lowrie, History
The Horse of Pride, Pierre J akezHelias
—Another Roadside Attraction, Robbins
Utopia, Thomas More

—The Only Dance There Is, Ram Dass
Damian, Hermann Hesse
Tom Rowland, Chemistry
Food First, Frances Moore Lappi and
Joseph Collins

The Struggle for Afghanistan, Nancy
Peabody Newell and Richard S. Newell
[published 1981]
Bill Breitenbach, History

Bob Matthews, Computer Science

—Godel, Escher, Bach, Hofstadter
Machines Who Think, Pam McCor-

Brian Swimme, Mathematics
Art and Artist, Otto Rank
—Compassion, Matthew Fox

duck

—Walden; or Life in the Woods, Henry

The King's Indian, John Gardner

David Thoreau

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,

Ernest Combs, Economics

Dale Mueller, Math/Computer Science
The Winds of War, Wouk
—War and Remembrance, Wouk
Trinity, Leon Uris

—The New World of Economics, Irwin
—Shogun, Clavell
The Gulag Archipelago II,

—Darkness and Scattered Light, William

Mark Twain

Giants in the Earth, 0. E. Rolvaag

Richard Overman, Religion

—Forgotten Truth, Huston Smith

Robert Terpstra, B&PA

Phil Phibbs

Maikiel

Random Walk Down Wall Street,

Frank Cousens, English
—Rise of the West, McNeil
The Magus, Fowles

The Career of Philosophy, Vol. 2,
Randall
Frank Danes, Physics

You Can Trust the Communists,
The Worldly Philosophers, Heilbroner
—The First Circle, Solzhenitsyn
David Droge, Communications

—Godel, Escher, Bach: an Internal
Goldenbraid, Hofstadter
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, Pirsig
The Fall of Public Man, Sennett
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
James Joyce

Samuel Johnson, W. Jackson Babe
The Good Soldier, Ford Maddox Ford

Economics and the Public Purpose,
Galbraith
Mike Veseth, Economics
Wealth and Poverty, Gilder
—Zero Sum Society, Thurow

John Phillips, Religion
Reaching Out, Henri Nouwen
—To Die With Style, Marjorie McCoy
I Heard the Owl Call My Name

Esther Wagner, English

Henderson, the Rain King, Bellow
The Metamorphoses and The Art of
Love, Ovid
The Sun King (Versailles), Nancy

Darrell Reeck, Religion

—Ethical Dimensions in the Health
Professions, Ruth Purtilo
The Concept of Fate and Law in Islam

Mitford

—A Community of Character: Toward a
Constructive Christian Social Ethic,
Stanley Hauerwas
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Rob Garratt, English
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The Theory of the Leisure Class,

The Boer War, Thomas Pakenham
—The Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, Gibbon
—The Panda's Thumb, Steven J. Gould
—Murder at the Margin, Marshall Jevons
[for light reading]

Schwartz

014,0

Ted Taranovski, History
A Distant Mirror, Tuchman
Master and Margarita, Bulgakov
The Oak and the Calf, Solzhenitsyn

Irwin Thompson

Solzhenitsyn
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General Relativity for Mathematicians, R. Sachs and H. Wu
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Logger Weekend a Smashing Success
continued from page 7
and were in fact sealed, student interest steadily declined. Still there were a steadfast few who
determindly set their minds on trying to go
about breaking open the kegs by throwing them
to the ground, again unfortunately without any
success.
This type of activity was continued into the
next event, cross cut sawing, until students
finally decided that it was time to occupy
themselves with a somewhat different type of
destructive activity. In this rather strenuous
event two participants madly alternated pulling back and forth on a saw, while a third
poured kerosene on the same from a champagne bottle, again in obvious violation the
alcohol policy. For those interested, it was
found that the Andre' extra dry champagne
seems to work best when it comes to
lubricating saws for cross cut sawing.
In the midst of all this activity appeared a little red fire truck manned by not so little
firemen. The reason for this appearance? The
pure and simple sadistic pleasure gained
through dowsing college students with water
from their fire hose. This event fell under the
heading of "Tug-of-War" though it could have
more aptly been called a wet T-shirt function. If
nothing else this particular event gave the

crowd and the firemen a great deal of satisfaction.
Getting to the top, for long a primary focal
area of this school's curriculum, was given a
field test soon after the "champagne" ceased
to be poured. Aspiring young students, no
doubt from the Business Department, steeled
themselves for an event destined to make them
the dirtiest students on campus. The greased
pole climb, while not exactly an assault on Mt.
Everest, seemed to present no less of an
obstacle for those who had to climb it. Yet
despite the confusion that inevitably occurs
when students lose their grip on things, enough
clear-headedness remained so that most contestants finally reached the summit, albeit
sometimes with a bit of difficulty. No contestant escaped this rather Freudian event totally
untouched.
Why anyone would want to lay down on a
block of ice only to be pushed around a race
course is quite frankly beyond the grasp of this,
your humble reporter's, poorly overstrained
comprehension. Yet, since this was the case of
affairs in an event termed, not so strangely
enough, the "ice-blocking" event, it seems that
there is more to human nature that I am to
understand. For not only did the participants

I believe that man will not merely endure, he will prevail.
He is immortal not because he alone among creatures
has an inexhaustible voice,
but because he has a soul, a spirit
capable of compassion and sacrifice and endurance.
Words: William Faulkner
Photo: Ansel Adams

seem to not mind getting pushed face-down on
an iceblock, they seemed to enjoy it almost as
much as the spectators did. So much for the
mentality of our student body.
If one had a very good imagination, the next
event could have been mistaken for a scene
from an Annette Funicello/Frankie Avalon
"Beach Party" movie. Though there were a few
"essentials" missing (namely Malibu beach,
surfboards, a small band, etc.) the sun did put in
an appearance for the day, and more importantly, there were people playing volleyball.
What was more, some groups even played it
well. In any event it was evident that no matter
how one played everyone seemed to be having
a lot of fun.
If the site of the Volleyball finals resembled
"Beach Party," one could really stretch his or
her imagination to make the AIL quad the site
of "Woodstock II." The event which drew all
these people was the campus movie being
shown on the wall of All dorm. Again I found
that students were ready and quite willing to
make the supreme sacrifice and share their
body heat with another
If only for that aspect of the weekend, the
whole affair seemed imminently justifiable.

A Public Service
of This Newspaper &
The Advertising Council
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Shively Wishes University Well
continued from page 4
ing if you have a high degree of
discretion in decision making. I have
acquired a taste for a greater degree
of autonomy than is built into the
job, a desire to rise or fall according
to my own decisions."
Robert Shively was faced with
some pressing problems upon entering the position of head of the
Business School, the most basic being the extreme popularity of the
Business Department. There is an
overload of work put upon the
business professors due to the great
influx of business majors in recent
years. Accounting and Marketing are
the two departments in the school
which are particularly undermanned.
"Now the study of business is very
popular. It used to be an anathema,
but recently in the 1970s and 1980s
there are a lot of students drawn to
it. This spring alone the Business
School has a declaration of five hundred majors, and there is some concern on the part of the administration and the board of trustees in relation to the question of emphasis.
They would like to see students out
in more areas of study."
The overload of students within
the Business School, with only thirteen of the fifteen teaching positions
filled has led to the need for more
adjunct faculty members, business
people who work in the community
and teach classes in their special
field.
"There is a problem with on-going
faculty members. It does bring people from the 'real' world, but quality
is hard to control. It would be better
to have predictability within the
staff. One of my goals was to

O'CORRAINS
HAIR DESIGN

develop a cadre of dependable adjunct faculty members. This year
there were as many as twelve, but
next year there will be no more than
five or six."
The Business Department also suffered from a credibility gap between
it and other departments in the
school. "The core faculty here have
been greatly undervalued by people
outside the department. They are
much better than they have been
given credit for being. I compare
them favorably with the faculty
from Wake Forest. It's getting
stronger. I have been trying to build
bridges between the business school
and other departments in the University."
Working both inside and outside
the business school, Robert Shively
has tried to enhance the professional
self-image of the faculty by putting
greater emphasis on professional
development activities such as
research and publication.
"U.P.S. should never be research
oriented — it's a teaching institution.
But people are most effective when
they feel good about themselves. In
the academic world it is difficult to
achieve mobility without research
publication. Achievement of this is
difficult when you have a seven unit
load. I am hoping that a six unit load
can be reached.
Dr. Shively had ventured out from
the University and into the management community in Sea Tac and
other areas, to better inform the
public of the business school and its
potential, as he claimed that the
public didn't know much about the
Business School. He contends that
although the school is not well
known nationally, it maintains a very

good reputation regionally, and is
gaining status in the academic cornmunity.
"It was a hard decision for me to
make and most of the staff were supportive in wanting me to stay. I don't
however, see my departing as meaning that things won't improve."
Robert Shively will return to North
Carolina, a place he misses and an
area in which he has lived for most
of his life. He will be leaving the

Balaam: Democratic Comeback?
continued from page 5
Moral Majority has simply adapted these means to accomplish their
ends.
As far as the ideas of these right wing groups, we're into a period of
increasing nationalism. We're into a period of thinking about the family and talking about the family. It's a result of the great political and
economic changes in the past few years. These changes have
downgraded, or have not worked around the family unit. In a sense I
think a lot of people both on the left and right have attempted to go
back and recapture some light. It's just that I think the right has done a
better job in this election of organizing themselves. They were very
clear as to what they wanted done.
I don't agree with their value structures and ideology; and it is a
political ideology because it does have a definite political program to
it. I just see them as another group that can be challenged, can be
beat. The left, especially student groups, will just have to reorganize
and counter them.
With the move to the right by the nation do you see a problem
ahead for the civil rights movement/
I think there could be a real problem. I worries me becuase the civil
rights legislation that was passed in the Sixties is up for renewal, and it
just came up at a time when we were moving to the right. I think many
conservative Senators think it's a good time to redo some of that
legislation, indeed I think some of the Senators would like to have it
redone completely.
I feel because of this we will see a struggle and the struggle will
center around the cities. I don't see violence in the streets, but I think
that this summer could be very interesting. There will be a combination of that legislation coming up for review, a Democratic party that
is not well organized and seems to not even be aware that this legislation is up for review, and at the same time we have cutbacks in programs that people, especially poor people, have an interest in. Take
that combination of circumstances, put them together with another
hot summer and we could see the kind of summer we saw in the early
Sixties with the Watts riots.
So it is not the best time to talk about such large program cutbacks
and at the same time talk about the review of the civil rights legislation. At the same time I feel that this legislation dealing with
minorities could be a rallying point for the left. So I'm kind of looking
for a resurgence of the Democrat this summer.

Tru-Art Frame Co.
Picture frames, glass, mattings.

10% discount to UPS
2609 6th Ave. Ph. 572-7972
'
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NOW
OPEN!

Classified
Airplane Ticket One way from
SEA-TAC to Boston Mass. on May
24th $125.00. Call 752-7435

Pool Manager, Kirkland, 21 + yrs.,
WSI, Pool Experience helpful,
competitive salary, good working
Counselors needed to staff specializ- conditions. Call 821-2198 or -5767.
ed camp for children with emotional
ECKANKAR - A way of life
and behavioral problems. Aug.
17-25. $90. College credit available. For a taped message call
272-5693
Contact Jerry Anderson, 593-4390.

STARTING
NOW
I'D RATHER
RAX.
Let Jeff, Connie
Steve, or Mary
get your head
together

Near Tacoma Mall at 4112 So. Steele St.

'

15 % discount
for students!

M-F 9am 7pm
SAT 9am 'Spm
-

-

520 N. Adams

SPRING CLEARANCE SALE
-

Open Daily:
10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

752-8046

Other RAX locations:
In Auburn at 140 15th N.E.
And at Totem Lake
Receive ONE FREE COKE when student I.D.
Is presentedat counter!
•

.
(Offer' Expiret.t/fay 31, 1981)

academic world for the business
world, working in a firm that
specializes in managing services for
legal firms.
"I like this region well and am
sorry to have to leave it before I
could get to know it better. I will
miss the friendliness of the people
here and the high level of decency in
terms of faculty, staff, and students.
I wish the University well."
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Women's Tennis Team
Qualifies for Nat'Is
The entire University of Puget
Sound women's tennis team
qualified for the Nationals to be
held at College of Charleston, South
Carolina on June 10-13.
The team was second to the
University of Idaho in the NCWSA
Region IX tournament held at UPS
this past weekend. Dawn Cowman,
the tournament director and head

co4ch of the Lady Loggers, was
pleased with the tournament and the
efforts of her team. The team
entered playoffs with at 16-8 record
and we congratulate all the
members: Katie Hooker, Susie
Hooker, Nancy Couch, Lisa Keylor,
Julie Hulstrand, Penny Miller, Holly
Rogers, and Captain Janet Larmore.

Baseball Team Brawl
Clears Both Benches
By John Bain
In what may be called one of the
more imaginative half-time shows
this season, the Logger Baseball
Team cleared the benches to join in
a pitched battle in the immediate
vicinity of second base; this during
an otherwise non -violent fifth inning
in the second game of a doubleheader against the University of
Portland's 'Pilots'.
A slide by second baseman Rich
Desmond into his alter ego on the
opposite team initiated what was
soon to become a five minute brawl.
However, after this was finally
broken up and the crowd had given
the Loggers a rare standing ovation,
the inning came to a close with the
Loggers ahead 3-2. This turned out to
be enough to give them the win over
Portland in this second game. Earlier
the Loggers had managed to come

Levine: Supporter of Education
continued from page 4
a grab bag of courses," derived
senior fellow with Carnegie Council through academic politics.
Levine underscored that contenon Policy Studies in Higher Education by stating, "at most schools,
tion in Berkeley, Calif.
Levine was awarded his Ph.D. three credits in economics is the
jointly by the departments of same as three in political science.
Sociology and Higher Education at Biology is equivalent to physics. You
State University of New York at Buf- can satisfy humanities requirements
falo and received his B.A. degree in with Shakespeare or science fiction,
Biology fron Brandeis University. Faulkner or an introduction to film.
Time magazine quoted Levine in It doesn't matter. But it should."
Other special events surrounding
an April 20, 1981 article, which
focused on new Carnegie Founda- commencement include a baction President Ernest Boyer and his calaureate ceremony Saturday, May
crusade for general education. 23, at 9:30 a.m. in Kilworth Chapel,
Boyer maintained that instead of followed at 11 a.m. in Great Hall by
designing curriculums with ail eye to "The Last Lunch," a traditional lungeneral education, colleges now cheon for graduates and their
"turn students loose to choose from guests.

Winterim Still an Unsolved Problem
for Faculty and Students Alike
Continued from Page 1
support for the theory of Winterim
without consideration of the fact
that Winterim as a reality does not
live up to Winterim as an ideal. Thus
Lowrie and others see student support for Winterim to some extent as
an affirmation of what students wish
Winterim was without an examination of possible alternatives.
ASUPS President Aaron Petersen
agrees at least in part that student
support for Winterim is an uncritical
reaffirmation fo the status quo, but
also sees part of the reaction as a
protest against the method by which
the faculty decided three weeks ago
that the calendar should be changed. Noting that he was informed of
the impending discussion only in
casual conversation a few days
before the April 27 meeting,
Petersen argues that student input
should have been solicited from the
beginning, and that the decision
should have been made with a
definite proposal in mind at the
start. Petersen, as a student
representative to Faculty Senate,
has been appointed to the committee charged with drafting a calendar
proposal to be considered by the
faculty next fall. Other members of
the committee include Lowrie, Communication and Theatre Arts Professor David Droge, and Math Professor Dale Mueller. One representative from the professional schools
has yet to be appointed.
Difficulties aside, the supporters
of Winterim and the 4-1-4 calendar
point to its many unique advantages. Professor of Geology Al Eggers, who has offered one of a
number of successful travel and
research courses during Winterim,
finds the two month period between
the beginning of Christmas vacation
and the end of Winterim break ideal
for professional research purposes.
Eggers finds the semester system

ports

quite inflexible and notes that due
to major requirements and the small
size of the Geology faculty he would
have a difficulty time continuing his
research on the Guatemalan
volcano, Pacaya, should the 4-1-4
calendar be eliminated. Eggers also
points to the DMSO research done
by students this Winterim as an extension of a fall biology class and to
the foreign language study-travel
programs offered every Winterim,
both of which would be unavailable
during a straight semester system.
Eggers feels that quality problems
with Winterim courses are no different than those experienced with
the regular semester classes; he
would like to see Winterim retained
and the goal of creativity and experiment rejuvenated.
David Droge is also a supporter of
Winterim and with an argument
similar to Eggers' notes that for
many departments Winterim is the
only time available to offer new and
different courses since the regular
semester teaching is often locked into major requirements. Droge
stresses the value of intensive study
on a single subject, an option
unavailable in a regular calendar
With regard to the difference in rigor
between Winterim and regular
semester courses Droge suggests
that a variable credit semester hour
system might be a possibility within
a 4-1-4 calendar.
Faculty Senate Chairman John
English, in reviewing the recent
faculty decision, believes that some
faculty may have voted for the proposal in order to see what kind of
alternatives are proposed when a
detailed program is put together by
the committee in the fall. Along
these lines Eggers and others suggest
that all possible alternatives be considered, and that if Winterim is to be
eliminated more options than just
the semester system be examined.
.

out on top with a commanding score
of 6-3.
Notable pitching performances
were turned in by Rick Hacker who
recieved the win for the first game,
and Tom Turner in his eighteenth
decision on the year. Turner pitched
a perfect game for four innings and
ended up with a very respectable
five hitter for the day. Don Moore
and Tim Bruya executed a perfect
hit and run during the course of the
Logger offensive attack to make the
game an interesting one.
The Loggers meet with Eastern
Washington University this Friday
and Saturday at home at 1:00 P.M.
and 12 noon respectfully. Fan support would be greatly appreciated as
well as highly recommendable. For
after all, who knows what is likely to
happen?

Swimme: Enjoyed His
Three Years at UPS
continued from page 1
And thus I saw the restlessness
and the conflict at the University of
Puget Sound as a symbol for the
creative turmoil of the West. And it
was precisely this creative turmoil,
this rolling milieu, that drew my attention to the University of Puget
Sound in the first place.
As well, I wanted to teach in a
university where students were
goaded into fundamental questioning. And I could not imagine a better
goad than a university that was itself
involved in a great surge of
reconstruction and radical exploration. A university immersed in foundational questioning had a good
chance of impressing upon the
minds of the students the need for
the only essential task in life: the
transformation of our universe.
And now that I have lived and
breathed the University of Puget
Sound for the last three years, what
do I think? This university is indeed a
place of transformation and creativity. Evidence for this is all across the
campus. It was in the fire of this
university that my own thinking was
transformed and transformed again
until finally I saw that my ideas had
grown beyond the confines of the
present curricula. I came to the

University of Puget Sound because
the creative restlessness of this
place drew me here; it engulfed me
while I was here; and now it is
leading me who-knows-where.
Colleagues, I am deeply grateful
for the opportunity to work in your
midst. My single regret upon leaving
the University is that I was able to
get to know so few of you; but looking back on the busyness of it all, I
don't see how it could have been different. So many students filled my
office with stories of the intellectual
excitement they received from your
lectures; and I myself was able to
visit a few classrooms and experience first hand some of the great
intellectual activity that takes place
here. This University is filled with individuals who are deeply committed, profoundly energetic, and enormously accomplished am proud to
have been a part of this University
for even so short a time.
Students, you have been my joy
throughout my three years here.
How distant is that first day I
entered your midst with all that unspent time before us! I cashed mine
in for seven million memories of
teaching you, being with you, listening to you. And I loved every moment of it.

Weisbart Deserves
Lots
of Thanks
Continued from Page 2
Weisbart, (the guy that people continuously criticized as "taking too
hard a stance" on many policies implemented from his office). Well,
Doug got on the phone and called a
few people, ruffled a few people
-and guess what - the movie went
on as planned. I am not saying that
the movie committee didn't play a
vital role, clearly without them it

never would have come off. Bu
Doug Weisbart deserves the ap
preciation and thanks of everyone
who enjoyed the viewing, fo
without his persistence, it neve
would have occurred. Personally,
wish to say thanks to Doug - hr
deserves it.
Aaron Peterser

The Taco

News Tribune

THE
COMBAT
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THE MOST CONSERVATIVE MEDIA MONOPOLY WEST OF THE ATLANTIC

Column
Uno
Earthquake
hits California;
Los Angeles
falls into ocean
Sigma Nu Mark
Anderson fell into the
Salton Sea yesterday, causing a huge
tidal wave and triggering a quake with a
magnitude of 10.6.
Story, page D-7.

Mayor Mike
poses for our
centerfold
Mike Packer exposes
all in our newest
feature: a six-color
centerfold. And we
found out that Mike's
going gray!

Special: the
Bobby Sands
weight loss
program
Abigail
shows
Tacoma the newest in
Irish cooking.

The market
Wall Street crashed
today, triggering the
bankruptcies of IBM,
Boeing, Xerox,
McDonald's, Pringles
Potato Chips, and the
Pentagon. Film at
11:00.

Who knows
10 per cent chance of
rain, 20 per cent of
sun, 30 per cent of
snow, and 40 per cent
of none of the above.

More Morses?
Alchemist learns
how to clone
Professor of Alchemy Jeff Morse
disclosed to TNT reporters yesterday that
he has discovered a secret method of
cloning.
"I discovered a secret method of cloning," Morse said.
Says Morse, "I really haven't figured
out how to do it yet for humans. I've made
a few tsetse flies."
When asked who he would like to
duplicate first, Morse responded, "At first
I was thinking about the Gamma Phis —but
they've gone downhill the past couple of
years. Then I thought about the girls on
the fourth floor of Seward Hall — but
they've never been uphill.
"For a while, I was ready to make a few
extra copies of me, but I don't think that I '
could stand listening to myself. Nobody
else can.
"I finally decided to make about sixteen David C. Smiths. The Phi Delts want
six of them, and I'll wring the heads off of
the rest. I may even mummify a couple
for future generations — so they can see
where civilization has gone wrong."
Morse also hinted at the subject of his
last great project, "I'm going to give
Suzanne Barnett a sex change — into a
male panda bear."

No Nu's is likely news
as Second Hand Nu's
tell Nu's to shrivel
The Sigma Nu's are dumbfounded [an
honor usually reserved for the Phi Delt's]
at the latest disaster to afflict their
brotherhood.
"The only sorority that would ever
come over to our functions were the Second Hand Nu's [i.e., the Pi Phi's, and now
they've refused us for the first time ever,"
stated Scott Morris at a tearful press conference.
A more stable [barely] Paul Stone
detailed the plans for Sigma Nu II. "First,
we're going to pledge anyone we can.
This really isn't a change from the past,
except that we're even going to take Dave
Anderson (who we certainly don't want
for his looks or brains) even though he is a
graduating senior," Stone stated. This
plan, the Nu's hope, will encourage nu,
er— new, rushees to pledge. [The Editor
has his doubts...].
"Phase Two of our plan will be a new
pledge program to replace the one we
never had before," Stone added.
"I've never been spanked by a Nu
before," an excited Anderson commented. Kirk Utter, also excited, was
unavailable for comment.
Stone also confided that his motives for
becoming the Trail editor for next year
were purely selfish: "We're [the Nu's] going to use the newspaper in the same way
we took over the annual — they both make
great ASUPS-funded scrapbooks."

•

We're not sure who this is, but it's the best photo the TNT came up
with today. We think it's the new UPS Security Director [the only
member of that staff who isn't a Sigma Chi]. One student referred to
him as Atilla the Hun. But no one on our staff got that far in history,
and we didn't understand. Anyway, whoever he is, he received a
Special Award of Valor for bravely arresting the gang of Sigma Nu's
who have been lacosting Kappa sorority members latpiv

Awards banquet features
Pugnutty and a curious
mixture of recepients
A special banquet was held for UPS
students and faculty last night. Keynote
speaker for the event was TNT Editor
Donald Pugnutty.
Somebody must have taken Pugnutty's
muzzle off, because he went on and on
about how liberal the Taco News Tribune
has been in the past. Pugnutty openly endorsed Ed Clark for the 1984 Presidency.
Anyway, the receip-, er, recepi-, uh — the
people who got the awards were as
follows:
THE "I GRADUATED BEFORE I
BECAME A SENIOR CITIZEN" ACHIEVEMENT AWARD — Pat Deale, Mike Curtis
and Kevin Hurtley, who, between the two
of them, should be about as educated as
you can make emotionally disturbed
alcoholics.
THE "DO IT IN THE DARK" AWARD
—Photo Editor Greg Bulkley
THE "NEVER DONE IT AT ALL"
AWARD — Crystal Wagley, who's not a
photographer
THE "JUST A LITTLE HIGHER, AH,
RIGHT THERE" AWARD — Physical
Therapy Professor Suzanne Olsen
THE ELOPERS AWARD — Resigning
professors Brain Swimmer and Roberto
Shavers
THE "TNT AWARD FOR MOST INACC TE, TASTELESS, LIBELOUS, AND
G MATECALLY INCORRECT JOURISM" — every reporter for the UPS

THE "I KNOW IT'S ONLY ROCK AND
ROLL, BUT I DISCO ANYWAY" AWARD
— Desmond Taylor, Librarian
THE MOST POORLY TIMED RETIREMENT AWARD — Kitchen Services staff
member Jane Denny
THE "THANK GOD I NEVER WAS IN
THE COMBAT ZONE" AWARD — John
Bottum, who threatened to sue if we ever
put him there.

Frank Cousens called off his
22-day "hunger strike for liberal
arts" yesterday, finally admitting that Phibbs and the School
of B&PA were hopelessly stub
born. "Besides,"
said Cousens, "I
had this uncontrollable urge for a
Twinkle."

